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DTS & DAU TRAVEL

- DTS up and running for DAU Travel since FY 16; FOC JAN 2017
- eMail is sent via eDACM to each student eligible (based on priority and distance) for travel 45 days prior to the start of the class, to inform them of our transition to DTS and provide instructions
  - Students must respond to the email to inform us if they have a DTS account so that we can add them to our DAU Cross-Org LOA
  - Once student is added, they will receive an email from the DAU Team Lead so that they can start their DTS authorization request
- CRITICALLY IMPORTANT: Students MUST READ our Current Travel procedures and Cross Org documents located on the eDACM site
  - Questions: we will refer them to their local CFM / DTS Manager for DTS assistance – they should read too!
- Travel Reimbursement will be done IAW Navy DAU Travel Policy – it IS different than many commands Policies! AO authorized IAW JTR due to funding source and limits on such use
DAU - NEW HIRES

- New Hires should put in for their first DAU courses ASAP
  - CAC, GTCC, eDACM account, etc. need to be established
  - Registration ‘window’ opens in APRIL – apply EARLY!
  - We will work closely to put them into the first available CEL (Cost Effective Location) opportunity
  - If COMMAND desires earlier, non-CEL offering, DPD’s have agreed the Command pays
  - FY18 CON exception: Level 1 (CON090, 170) “CEL” is World Wide
  - Exceptions will always be entertained – just ask
- Priority 01 students are able to put in for all their resident courses in advance of the Prerequisite being completed
  - Classes must have RESERVATIONS, not on the Wait List
  - On-line courses are the exception to this rule; all pre-reqs for an On-Line course must be met BEFORE applying
• Cornerstone On-Demand (CSOD)
  • NEW DAU Learning Management System (LMS) – “Virtual Campus”
    • Replaces ATLAS with a Cloud-based, COTS system
  • FOC 24 September 2018
  • ATLAS Database (DAU Training Records) will transfer to CSOD
• Distance Learning Courses will now be accessed via CSOD
  • Classroom (Resident) and Virtual Instructor-led (VILT) via eDACM
  • On-Line Training (OLT) Registration via eDACM Link to CSOD, OR direct access through DAU Home Page / iCatalog (public sites)
    • For public sites, NO CAC required
      • Yes, that means FN, NAF, Contractor, etc. – can apply and take outside of eDACM
• MORE DETAILS from DAU ASAP – Stand By!
DAU – FAQ’s

- **Registration**
  - **Pre-Req**, as previously discussed
  - eDACM says seats available, NACC says no ??
    - eDACM draws from DAU ATLAS – All Services shown
    - Must open the class location to see other dates
  - Why can’t I get a class to fit my schedule?
    - **Plan Ahead!** 24 months to achieve Certification
  - How are Priorities assigned?
    - Pri 01 = Rqd for **Current** Cert Lvl, 02 = **Next** Cert Lvl

- **Travel**
  - Cost Effective Location (CEL)
    - CEL is mandatory; non-CEL = Cmnd Pays
AWTAP

• Acquisition Workforce Tuition Assistance Program
• On STRATEGIC HOLD since March 2017
  • Existing EDP’s proceeding – SOP through 2021
  • NPS “cohort” program continues
  • No new EDP’s being accepted
    • PLEASE – don’t submit new EDP’s!
• New Program under Review
  • SYSCOM Routing / Vetting Process required
  • Command Endorsement to Participate
  • NPS Centrally Funded
  • Exceptions will require SES approval
    • Higher Level Degree (PhD, etc)
    • Higher Cost Tuition (> $10K/yr)
There are a few things that the eDACM Support Team is NOT able to do in eDACM. Some of these things are:

...acquisition workforce status changes
...career field assignment changes
...name changes or corrections
...formal education history additions, updates or corrections
...experience history additions, updates or corrections

Remember – the eDACM system is only a TOOL, it is not intended to be an official personnel record!

Contact your NACC Career Manager to assist with these items
eDACM FAQs

• eDACM Permissions
  • Based on Org Hierarchy
  • Reviewing ability to add ‘sub-group’ to further refine search / permission visibility

• NADP DAWIA Certification Process
  • 4/18 Release 5.1.2 had NADP Challenges (SSN)
  • “Fix” released 5/18
    • Student > eDACM Supervisor
    • Supervisor ‘browse’ for FAA/DDAA, select and route
  • Goal: eDACM select FAA/DDAA based on CF and Command
Questions?